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QUESTION 1

A Digital Developer has Identified that the code segment below is causing performance problems. 

What should the Developer do to improve the code? 

A. Avoid post-processing and use the isOnSaleFlag attribute as a search refinement. 

B. Use a system attribute instead of the isOnSaleFlag custom attribute. 

C. Avoid using an Iterator and use a Collection instead. 

D. Break the process into separate loops. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The following code ensures that an address ID CANNOT be used if it is already in use by another address in the
customer\\'s address book. There is a problem with the code. The error message for an invalid address ID is never
shown to the user on the form field. 

How should the Digital Developer resolve this issue so that the error message is displayed on the address ID form
field? 

A. addressForm.invalidateFormElement(addressForm.addressid); 

B. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement(); 

C. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement = true; 
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D. addressForm.invalidateFormElement("addressid"); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Digital Developer is tasked with setting up a new Digital Server Connection using UX Studio in their sandbox. Which
three items are required to accomplish this task? Choose 3 answers 

A. Keystore Password 

B. Instance Version 

C. Business Manager Username 

D. Instance Hostname 

E. Business Manager Password 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 4

A Digital Developer needs to add a new form to the shopping cart page to allow customers to enter their rewards pass
ID. There is already an existing cart.js controller that handles processing of the other cart forms. In addition, a form field
node is in the form XML and the necessary form input is present in the ISML template. The code below is the submit
button for the ISML markup. 

What additional steps must occur before the Digital Developer can begin writing the processing code for this request? 

A. Add an node to the form definition XML with the attribute formid=’’addRewardFaas" Add the key addRewardPass,
with a processing function as a value, to the object passed to the 

Form.handleActionO method in the Cart .j* controller 

B. Add the attribute addtl-fonn-action^\\'addRewardPaas"1 to the ISML form Add the key addRewardPass, with a
processing function as a value, to the object passed to the Form.handleActionO method in the cart.3s controller 

C. Add a node to the form definition XML with the attribute formid=’’addRewardPas3" Add the key addRewardPasa,
with a processing function as a value, to the object passed to the Form.handleActionO method in the Cart.ja controller 

D. Add an action /> node to the form definition XML with the attribute formid="addRewardFa3s" No change to cart.3a
controller required 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

Which code sample is required to use a custom tag provided in SiteGenesis in an ISML template? 

A.
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